5 Cool Things
You Can Do
with
RankActive
For all the digital marketers, bloggers and SEO agencies out there we have created a
platform in which we have collected different tools and features which can help you to
solve different SEO issues that may stand on your way.
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Perform in-depth website analysis

Automatically monitor your website with Site Auditor.
Check titles, meta descriptions, images, links, errors,
duplicate pages, load time, URLs, etc.
Monitor and fix your internal links.
Find all the non-friendly URLs which need to be fixed.
If you’re an SEO agency click the “Export data” button
to collect and present a report to your clients.

Get Your White-label
Your Price

Your Brand
Your Price
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Set up your own logo and brand.
Send branded reports through your own email server.
Generate reports and export them into excel file
with your own brand information.
Make your name noticeable.
Make money with our platform by either
selling reports or our services.

Do the Deepest Keyword Research

Rely on data from SERPs that we collect for you.
See where you're ranked for your keywords and
get notified if rankings drop.
Use Keyword Suggestions and Related Keywords
to get the best ideas.
Steal keywords from your competitors and
add trem to Rank Tracker.

Spy on your competitors
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Select 10 of your direct competitors and
start analyzing them with Competitors Analysis.
Look for keywords intersections,
find the best keywords and grab them.
Identify all the tactics that your direct competitors,
marketing, links, keywords, etc.
Build a strong link profile

Know exactly where your links are and manage them.
Use our tools to fix them if they break.
Create a new project and enter the domain of your
competitor, get comprehensive information about
their links and what broken links they have.
Follow the referring page URL and ask the resource
owner to link to your website.
Bonus
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We have 24/7 live support to help you with anything!
We provide live consultations from SEO experts!
We have live DEMOs and FREE 14 days trial!

